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ShadowTheRaven [wrote]:

“Hey Jack,

I have the misfortune of being born nearsighted, yet I have an IQ of 121
and look average in terms of attractiveness, does that mean I need to
grab a .500 Smith & Wesson Revolver, the largest ever made, and blow
the top half of my head off? Because that seems to be what you're
implying, and I know it's about more than physical appearance.”

Eugenic alert applies on extreme situations, such as super hereditary
illnesses, extreme deformities, major hereditary genetic flaws that are passed
down [many may not be hereditary] in your family or some other fatalities that
can prevent your offspring from living or are guaranteed to bring a terrible life.

"Do you want to be born with some life crippling illness that has you on the
wheelchair at three years old?". No sane person would say yes and choose
this to be their life. But there is nobody that can say no to being born, and
nobody is born out of their free will in this world. "Do you want to be born with
some severe heart condition that will probably kill you by the time you are 30
for no apparent reason?". Clearly, nobody would say yes to this either.

Eugenics comes in to help humans so that these things will not happen, rather
than us going entirely blind into the abyss of chance. It doesn't fix everything,
but it aims to help on a proactive level.

Clearly, nobody would say yes to such a fate. Hypocritical christians are good
with this desecration of life as they want every person who is damned to be
kept alive so they feel better than these people, it's a process of psychological
cannibalism against people who have been struck mercilessly by natural
faults. They feel better against them so they keep them alive for reasons of
social cannibalism. "We are better than this down syndromic retard, we are so
blessed!".
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They just love to keep people in vegetative states alive in order to look at them
and feel this feeling that they, "The children of God" are more "fortunate".
Christians are also pro giving birth to children of rape, against controlling birth,
and of course, don't you dare do an ultrasonic test on your fetus for down
syndrome etc.! Let "God" decide! If "God" hands you a total retard, or maybe
triplet retards, that is ok goy, you have to raise all three while these are
unresponsive in their 30s, and be proud you are carrying this great cross on
your back, because your Rabbi said so.

"But shouldn't I be against having to raise triplet down syndromic retards if I
can prevent it?", one christian may ask themselves. But one is not a real
christian if they don't want this wonderful gift of "God" knocking on their
door...They must accept this, verily, to be saved or something. Oy vey...

Of course, adding to the hypocrisy, we have another example. Let's say a
person has had a very bad accident where they lost a limb. Of course, xians
will oppose all scientific research on cell growth that could potentially heal
these people in the future. Since these people are damaged, or they
experience disability which is not of press value, xians will generally oppose
the healing of these people. Things like "Science is of the Devil" and not giving
one damn about people like Veterans, fits in this category. These people may
have had accidents, but since they were not "Press value retarded so we can
show how philanthropic we are", most of the time these people are discarded
and forgotten by the so called "humanist system" of the jews and christians.

But if one is an absolute retard from birth, since they have press value
(christians just love to show how much love they have for retards), they might
as well get a hearing with the Pope, on which they are kissed in front of
millions of the Vatican. It's all about press value and stuff guys don't ask what
is going on here. A person befallen by an accident may not even get a
pension, but super retards or stillborn jews may get free mansions and
millions of treatments. Don't ask me why this is part of the morality of the 21st
century and I am not really trying to make sense out of it.

Since people irresponsibly breeding and having children, and enforcing the
above future on a child, can happen, this is where "Eugenics" is to come in.
This is no different than other forms of "eugenics" such as testing for fatal
diseases with ultrasound testing, or other similar tests we already do.
Eugenics however takes this all the way in prevention of the birth itself, where
proven defects and life damning hereditary diseases can exist.



Health issues can be present and will more than likely always be present, and
"Eugenics" is not the magical cure for curing all illnesses, it just rids the gene
pool of strong hereditary health problems that have an extremely crippling
character. The types of which disallow a person to even live, type of stuff. We
already do tests like this such as the Down's syndrome test, which when a
child is found with, most parents tend to abort the birth.

Eugenics is not about beating yourself on the wall for having a little health
issue or experiencing health issues or certain minor problems, nor about
becoming a model of clay, with some strange standards you have to set until
you become Michael Jackson out of doing too many surgeries on your nose to
the point it becomes removable.

It's not about lamenting that you weren't born a model either, nor it's centered
to cause a specific visual appearance as a main concern. It's mainly a
health-oriented practice. Intelligence also can be rather strange here, as
intelligence is not always a factor entirely hereditary.

You see a lot of people who are clever and can have stupid children, and in
general, the birth roulette is not always playing in the most linear way. Great
people have given birth to very stupid children and vice versa. This was
always known. Also, another situation that emerges, is that "really average
and normal" looking people for all respects, give birth to wonderful children,
gifted or charismatic, and so forth.

Hereditary disease can be prevented by people being sensible and not having
progeny if it's verified the progeny will inherit some life damning illness.
Disease in general is part of life and will always exist in some form of another.
Weaknesses pertaining to health exist in every natal chart, for more or less,
and entirely "perfect" health does not really exist, an example of this being
allergies, which otherwise perfectly healthy people still have.

New health problems arise out of new lifestyles, stupid lifestyle choices, or just
environmental hazards. For example, getting overweight based on the modern
diet is not really showing directly to a genetic or inherent flaw, but rather, a
flaw of dietary norms of the century.

Eugenics is to try to prevent and minimize the potential of life crippling things,
and having a focused process of breeding with as healthy as possible



individuals to produce as healthy as possible offspring. You try to minimize the
crap one passes down so that each consecutive generation has less crap to
deal with of the hereditary kind. This is not about fraud news claims about "De
Nazis wanted everyone to have X eyes and X eyebrows, oy vey. Believe it
goyim they will turn us into lampshades if we don't all have a Brad Pitt
Jawline!"

Eugenics is highly misunderstood and was made into a LARPing circus. This
is largely because billions are generated out of illness and hereditary illness is
a large type of shekel grabbing scheme from people who suffer all their life
and others make incessant profits out of this.

While Eugenics can aim to specific things or even desirable traits, the major
aim is health aims and weeding out dross that human beings could live
without. Yes, human beings do not really deserve things like multiple sclerosis
or other strange diseases and as a species we can live without these entirely.

Eugenics would theoretically exist for the same exact reason medicine does,
to avoid calamity. The difference is, Eugenics tries to act proactively, while
medicine acts after the fact. There are always new emerging technological
and other applications which will eventually help both in the proactive and
'after the fact' manifestation of illness, to promote health and well-being.

As we progress scientifically, these will be able to even out on both fronts. Of
course, many people due to inherent insecurity and so forth, assume this is
about some sort of visual model contest, but this is not really related to
eugenic practice, just human vanity. Eugenic practice is health oriented not
about breeding the ultimate Kim Kardashian or some stupid thing like this.

The roots of this practice are ancient and were practiced for thousands of
years, which is why up until this day we have for the most part stable and
healthy blueprints on the Gentile races, and not some form of corruptible and
falling apart grey species like the shit bag aliens that harass humanity. And
this is also why the enemy preaches dysgenics to essentially make the
potential worst out of us to come out.

The Greys, if an interjection is allowed here, are only the example of a
massively failed species. They become so frail, disturbing, ugly and weak, that
this created excessive evil into them, and excessive hatred, to the point that
they cannot even exist without some sort of technological support directly



embedded into the whole of them as a species. Greys have done so bad with
their own genetic pool that it's well known to anyone who has looked into
them, that giving regular birth through genitals or spermatic natural ways is
impossible anymore for them.

It's no wonder greys and other similar aliens of this gang do give the most
deadly advice to mankind in regards to species level choices and what we are
to do racially/eugenically/as a species on this planet. They are hellbent
focused on destroying our species entirely, and turning us into garbage like
they are.

Foolish people who have no clue say that the greys are a "friendly race", but
how friendly can this race really be? Humans in general are a very decent
race of beings, we can procreate, we generally have freedom, and as far as
our image is concerned, we still look lively and good. The greys on the other
hand look like a can of rotting worms that takes circles around the galaxies
trying to find more beings to oppress and hold hostages.

They have even promoted the idea that full on bastardization of our species or
destroying our own brains, or creating destructive technology, is somehow
"The Way Forward" for us. They are clearly really hateful of our natural being
and natural life. If they experienced linear emotions, one would say that they
are definitely extremely jealous and hateful of mankind, even for our ability to
do things that we consider trivial, such as sexual union, which the greys do not
possess as abilities anymore.

The defiance of the existence of races and other fundamental laws of nature is
essentially a fast track route towards dysgenics, as the chances of bad
admixtures increase exponentially and it's very highly likely to have
unforeseen or unwanted outcomes after a few generations. Within the "tried
and tested" general race problems tend to get weeded out on their own, as
Gentile races have withstood the test of time for millennia now, and the
blueprints are very strong and solid.

To avoid mixing was a universal law in every tribe worldwide, not due to
racism but because trying out one's luck or throwing "what makes us, us" into
the trash bin, is not a great idea from the standpoint of life. You don't see
Eagles mating with Pigeons in some attempt to wash out the "sin of them
being eagles".



In the traditional aspect beyond the word "Eugenics", we just have the ancient
and old, "Find a healthy and strong husband/wife" type of selection, and a
sensible attraction of partners when it is the case to have progeny. Sometimes
in the above we also have intelligent, rich, and other desirable qualities which
indirectly prove the ability of someone to accumulate specific virtues about
them.

This even today exists as it's part of nature, the only difference is, this runs on
the background of the mind and without any defined criteria. But the minds of
people who want to procreate, always take this in consideration even at an
unconscious level, in the level of attraction etc.

Eugenics are not to be trolled on and lied about neither to be feared. Fear
about this arose mainly due to jewish lies and fake nerd lies around the
subject which caused fear to people about this practice, sort of how the jews
lie to people so that they should be scared of everything that is beneficial and
natural to them, such as meditation, life, existence, sex and so forth.
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